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MontrÃƒÂ©al Day by Day is the perfect answer for travelers who want to know the best places to

visit and the best way to see the city. This attractively priced, four-color guide offers dozens of

itineraries that show you how to see the best of MontrÃƒÂ©al in a short time--with bulleted maps

that lead the way from sight to sight. Featuring a full range of thematic and neighborhood tours, plus

dining, lodging, shopping, nightlife, and practical visitor info, MontrÃƒÂ©al Day by Day is the only

guide that helps travelers organize their time to get the most out of a trip. Inside this book you'll find:

Full color throughout with hundreds of photos and dozens of maps Sample one- to three-day

itineraries, as well as themed itinerariesÃ‚Â that include tours of MontrÃƒÂ©al'sÃ‚Â popular cultural

sights, hippest neighborhood hotspots, best places to eat, and even activities that will appeal to kids

of all ages Day trips to Quebec City, the Laurentians, and Cantons-de-l'Est. Star ratings for all

hotels, restaurants, and attractions that clue readers in on great finds and values Tear-resistant

foldout map in a handy, reclosable plastic wallet Foldout front cover, with at-a-glance maps and

quick-reference info
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15 Self-guided Tours. 29 Maps. One Great Trip.At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everything&#151;in the smartest, most time-efficient way. The best of MontrÃƒÂ©al in one,

two, or three days  Thematic tours for every interest, schedule, and taste  Walking tours of the city's

best-loved neighborhoods Hundreds of evocative color photos Bulleted maps that show you how to



get from place to place Hotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all budgets A tear-resistant

foldout map&#151;enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for tickets and souvenirs

Leslie Brokaw has been writing for Frommer's since 2006. She has written or contributed to recent

editions of Frommer's MontrÃƒÂ©al & QuÃƒÂ©bec City, Frommer's Canada, and

FrommerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s New England. She is based in Boston and is a faculty member at Emerson

College. Erin Trahan is a writer and editor based in Boston.

I love all of Frommer's Day by Day guides. The guides are sized very well to fit in my handbag and

the suggestions are concise. I have never been disappointed!

I love this guide. Nice quality, great extra map (very sturdy), lots of informations in it, but not

confusing. I love it when you get tips& hints on what to do in a compact way. Pictures, maps and

lots of infos....if you need a book guide...take this one. Great! We bought two of those, one for

Toronto and one for Montreal....This will be the first one I will look for if I need another

Tour/Travelguide book again.

This is a must buy when visiting. Great insight to what is great about Montreal! Lots of info including

locations, maps, hours, pricing, and websites.

I should have read the description better, there is not very much information on Quebec City ( which

is what I purchased it for ). This book speaks mostly to Montreal. If you are going to Montreal, this is

a handy book to have.

As a whole, I would say this book was O.K. Can not say great as there were several errors, which in

turn caused us wasted time. Wasted time is the enemy when touring in a limited time frame. We still

enjoyed Montreal very much using this book as a basic guide.

Used it for meandering around Montreal. The map was very useful

I find Frommer's Day-By-Day guides to be a bit hit or miss. Their central gimmick - presenting

different itineraries for you to choose from for a short trip - can be alternatively helpful or maddening,

depending on how they're set up. However, I'm happy to report that the Montreal guide was easy to



use, well written, and a very good friend to have for my day and a half in the city.The first thing to

say about a city guide is whether or not it helps you get around the city. No matter how good the

information it possesses, a guide that does not, well, guide you is sure to frustrate. In this crucial

regard, Frommer's DBD Montreal is a success. It has a large city map in the back, a metro map in

the front, and a lot of smaller maps scattered throughout to accompany the various itineraries.

Thanks to the guide, I always knew where I was and where I was going, and that's high praise.The

other standard by which a guide should be judged is, of course, how good its information is and how

well the information is presented. As I mentioned above, sometimes these DBD guides can be poor

in this capacity, but this one was not at all. I easily cobbled together my 1.5 day itinerary from their

"Best in 1 Day" and "Best in 2 Day" tours, through in a few others scattered throughout, and had a

whale of a time. The material is clearly outlined and the writing brisk and helpful. I have no

complaints about the guide at all, other than the fact that it will soon be a bit dated without an

updating (published 2010).I love guidebooks and I like writing critical reviews of them because so

many people just write "Great Guide! Five Stars!" and leave it at that. Basically, if I had anything

negative to say about this book, I would. But it really helped me maximize my time in Montreal, and

it will no doubt help you too.
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